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About Redfort

10 Years ago we founded Dutch design studio 
DEMAKERSVAN, based in Amsterdam, Netherlands. 
One of the first products that our studio introduced 
was Lace Fence. As the demand for Lace Fence 
grew we setup our own production facility in 
Bangalore, India. This made it possible to start the 
spinoff company Redfort, which is now designing & 
producing  architectural fabrics worldwide. 

We are a company that believes in 21st century 
craftsmanship for architecture. Working with 
sustainable durable materials, being competitive in 
price and working as a custom tailor for small to large 
scale identities.
Transparency in what, where, when and how its 
made, towards a sustainable product line.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

We value a socially responsible and sustainable way 
of producing. 
We are proud our production organisation received 
The Toon van Tuijl Design Award in 2009. This award 
assesses products or designs on the impact the 
product has on economic growth and social 
conditions in developing countries. Such as creating 
employment, improving working and living conditions 
of people and sustaining the production process.
We guide our staff and share our experience by 
providing schooling, social security and pension funds.

 ‘We are 
storytellers, from 
fantasy to factory, from 
statement to product. ’
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Dedots® 
by Redfort architectural fabrics

Dedots® are 3D color pixels, mounted on a mesh 
base carrier. One dot, is where it all starts, with multiple 
dots, giving the opportunity to create unique images, 
patterns, colors and surfaces. 

Dedots® can tell a story in architecture, it can 
show artistic images, being transparent or almost 
completely closed. It can conjure the images of your 
dreams on a ceiling, railing or border. 

An image, a pattern in full color or black and white, 
from decorative to function, blocking wind & sun, 
reducing acoustics, while being a railing, a border, a 
balcony, a space divider, a building façade and all 
surfaces around, which adds an unique identity to 
architecture and its surrounding. 

The base material of the dots is PC-ASA. PC-ASA is 
a thermoplastic which is highly suitable for re-use. 
To contribute to a sustainable world, we have set 
up a return program that allows us to take back the 
screens at the end of a life cycle and remove the dots 
from the mesh. The PC-ASA can thus be reused for 
100% with material properties similar to virgin material. 
The mesh is returned to the material circuit externally. 
This makes the product Dedots for 95% recyclable.

 ‘Imagine the 
border around a park, 
showing enlarged 
flora and fauna 
living inside. ’
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Railings

110 m2
welded base
D40 dot
11 colors
80% filling
railing / outdoor

GOLDEN
RIBBON
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Sportspark border

8000 m2
chainlink base
D40 dot
11 colors
50% filling
screen / outdoor

GREEN
WIND REDUCTION
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DUTCH HERITAGE
MODEST

Portrait

45 m2
chainlink base
D40 dot
24 colors
100% filling
room devider
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CONTEMPORARY
PLASTER

Ornament

48 m2
welded base
D40 dot
6 colors
100% filling
ceiling
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A Dot

Dedots® consists of colorful 3D ‘dots’ 
attached on a base , metal mesh. 

Features:
• Highest fire resistant grade V0
• UV-resistant 
• Wind reduction
• Privacy enhancement
• Sun screen
• Acoustics reduction [ceiling panels]
• 148 Solid colours
• Anodized colours
• Custom colours

 ‘Function is where 
it starts, beauty is 
what surrounds us’
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 ‘From shiny red, 
matt black to blue 
Chrome’

Colour

The wide range of colours and finishes provides the freedom to give your own 
identity to the surface and its surrounding. The default colour range consists 
of 20 colours per project, giving a stunning result. If needed, more colours and 
even custom colours, can be added. Chrome finish is available in 6 different 
colours. 

PICKING
COLOURS
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Density

Besides colour and the graphical quality 
of the image, transparency is one of the 
key features of the material Dedots®. 
Transparency can be added by different 
patterns, a gradient in density, or by simply 
omitting the pixels in certain spots. In 
addition to the fixed base, m2-prices are 
depending on the amount of dots per m2. 
Adding transparency in the graphics can 
have therefore a positive effect on the 
overall m2-price. On the following pages 
different options of densities are shown. 

 ‘The importance of 
transparency’

FILL 42%

FILL 24%
COLOURS  1

COLOURS 08

FILL 75%
COLOURS 16
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WELDED

Base

The base Image carriers of Dedots® comes in 3 different 
types:

 ‘A solid base’

Welded mesh

3,7mm stainless steel 316 
The welded mesh panels are made of welded steel 
rods. The surface is more rigid than the chain-link mesh. 
This type is best suitable for smaller surfaces, railings, 
balconies and ceiling-panels. The colour range is 
based on additional powder coating.
mesh size 40 mm Dot: H 49 mm, W 49 mm
mesh size 25 mm Dot: H 30 mm, W 30 mm

Cable mesh

Stainless steel 2 mm wire
The cable mesh are made of stainless steel cables and 
clamps. It’s suitable for large surfaces a wide range 
of geometries and even three-dimensional structures. 
Due to the limited diameter of the cable the mesh is 
virtually invisible.
mesh size 40 mm Dot: H variable, W 49 variable
mesh size 25 mm Dot: H variable, W 37 variable

Chain-link mesh 

PVC coated 3,7mm
The chain-link mesh is made of uninterrupted helices 
providing square meshes in a 45 degree angle. The 
wire is made of galvanized wire, or PVC coated (black 
or white). The chain-link mesh is suitable for larger 
surfaces. The mesh is not rigid in itself and requires a 
substructure to tighten the mesh.
mesh size 40 mm Dot: H 69 mm, W 60 mm
mesh size 25 mm Dot: H 43 mm, W 37 mm

CHAINLINK
MESH

MESH
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Step 2. Graphic design concept

Send us your image and we will complimentary 
convert it to a Dedots® proposal. What we 
would like to know from you:

1. What is the Application of the Dedots®, for 
example a building façade, railing, ceiling, or 
other.

2. Your project dimensions 

Additionally, we can provide a tool-kit, to give 
you the possibility to make your own Dedots® 
graphic design proposals. 

Or for an additional fee our design team can 
make a personalised design proposal.

Step 1. General info

To give customers insight into the possibilities, 
costs and technical preconditions of 
Dedots®, we offer a number of documents: 

Product sheet
This sets out the general information of 
Dedots®.

Example library
This explores the graphical possibilities of 
colour, transparency, density, finish and 
price. 

Spec sheet
Hier werden alle technischen Merkmale des 
Dedots®-Materials dargestellt.

Representative Network
We work worldwide with a specialized 
representative network. 

How we work

From our backdrop as designers, we have a deep 
understanding of the design process. In order to 
make the implementation of Dedots® in your project 
as simple as possible, we have divided the process 
from idea to delivery into 4 steps. 
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Step 3. Graphic design & price

The Dedots® graphic design 
is selected and a m2-price is 
made, based on the graphic 
design & density, project size, 
base material, size & finish of 
the dots and amount of colours 
used. We will provide feedback 
and together with the client 
team suggest possible options 
with the graphical concept in 
hand. 
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Step 4. Production

After approval of the Graphic design and 
price offer, we can start the production. For 
delivery on location (worldwide) we handle 
a lead-time of 3 to 5 months. If custom 
colours are used this term can be influenced. 
Dedots® will be delivered on rolls or as panels 
with mounting instructions. 
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CHAINLINK MESH

 ‘Simple and 
familiar

Mounting

Chain-link mesh 

CL1  steel brackets and tie-wire / steel structure 
CL2  rods and clips RC.1 / steel frame

Cable mesh 

CB1  tension cable and o-bolt / concrete structure 
CB2  mounting cable / steel frame / round profile

Ceiling panels

CP1  ceiling panels and Dedots clamp RC.2 / base system 
ceiling
CP2  ceiling panels and Dedots clamp RC.2 / adjusting hook

Welded mesh 
 
WD1  welded rods and Dedots® clips RC.1 / wooden batten 
WD2  welded rods and Dedots clips RC.1 / T-profile

CABLE MESH
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CEILING PANELS WELDED MESH



DEDOTS by REDFORT
Van Diemenstraat 410-412
1013 CR Amsterdam
the Netherlands
info@lacefence.com
www.dedots.world 


